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AUTUMN COLOURS
AND HAMADRYADS

AT LAST
why the pack was slightly
smaller than we would normally
expect to see.
Arriving late (as usual) “we”
saw the last of the pack
disappearing up Smugglers
Way towards Crooksbury Hill.
These tail enders consisted
primarily of the weak, infirm and
aged, indeed those that would
normally be picked off by lions
and other creatures of prey if
they were antelopes, and The
Sands had become the
Serengeti.  Well Tosser did all
but finish them off as not just
content to get us to the top of
the hill he took us down again,
then up, then down etc. etc.
Even the Pepsi Max at
Blackpool does not compare
with the switchback that we
were on.  But we are a heroic lot
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us.  In the woods though some
little toe rags appeared to have
rubbed out part of the trail (or
was it the front runners?) and it
was pretty elusive anyway,
some nasty back-checks
keeping the pack together.
After an hour and a half, the
sense of adventure started to
get a little jaded as we appeared
to track aimlessly through the
woods and bracken of
Crooksbury Common.  Sense of
humour failure ten minutes later
as we crossed the golf course.
(Even the golfers weren’t stupid
enough to go out and enjoy
their sport on a day like this).
Surely we’re still not going out?
Then the welcome sign of ‘ON

as in our search for adventure
and a beer we also had to battle
against the 96 mph winds that
battered the county that day.
Trees were bent right over,
straining, creeking then
crashing down around us,
leaves and branches flying
everywhere - just the sort of
thing that Indiana Jones has to
put up with in his quest for
flour. (Perhaps this helps
explain the fall-off in
attendance? Fainthearts! ed)
Flour, who said flour?  Well it
was generally plentiful,
especially down some long
tracts of blacktop where the
hare added an additional
element of danger by laying it
on the wrong side of the road
so that the pack had to dodge
the traffic that crept up behind

INN.’  Relief, but so few there
for the Circle.  Where were
they?  Well those we thought
irretrievably lost in a part of
Surrey known only to NH4 had
already taken solace in the pub.
The Circle was amused and
entertained in the usual manner
by the GM. (Readers are at this
stage encouraged to describe
this “usual manner” for
themselves, preferably avoiding
obscenities.  ed.) Diana George
was christened G & Tea
because she had  not been able
to get her regular fix in Kerala
and Worzil from GH3 was
welcomed as a visitor.  Popeye
as RA got confused, calling
Marjorie some one else but

calling the real Marjorie into the
circle for abandoning David , so
as to get back to the pub
quicker.  He then accused
Terminator of being
Hasherdabber and of wearing
her trousers at half-mast.  Down
downs were also awarded to a
number of others for various
crimes including Worzil ,
Atalanta for accepting the
advice of FRB, and Herr Flick.
Best bit of all though was that
the pub sold London Pride and
Greene King ,making the whole
exercise very worthwhile.
SHAGGER
(My own view is that the whole
run was worthwhile; Tosser laid
good checks in good scenery
on unfamiliar terrain. ed.)

(The following exordium is in
the deathless prose of the GM,
who, exercising his droit de
seigneur, required the Onsex to
take him on as Scribe. At least
as a result the write-up this
week is by someone who did
most of the the trail).
Usually, when the clocks go
back, the RA can guarantee to
bring a few hashers into the
circle who have failed to alter
their timepieces and therefore
arrived early or late for the
hash..  Run 1437 proved to be
different and, quite rightly, you
may ask why?  Well the fact of
the matter is that no one in their
right mind would want to get to
a run hared by (the very aptly
named) Tosser early.  The
man’s a sadist ,that’s why,
which probably also explains
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Receding Hareline:
Run 1438

Date 03-Nov-02

Hares Spingo

Venue Godstone

On On The Railway
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HARES NEEDED FROM 29th DECEMBER

1439 10-Nov Herr Flick/Do You Downe

1440 17-Nov Sally Plaice (Kelinchi) Elstead?

1441 24-Nov Bonn Bugel / VACANT? TBA

1442 1-Dec Xmas Hangover & Lionel
Tye Memorial Whisky
Sampling: Dr. Death &
Low-Profile.

TBA

1443 8-Dec Gilbert Cranleigh/
Shere?

RAFFLE PRIZES STILL IN DEMAND FOR SISTER
ANNA’S BARN DANCE!!

SURREY H3 CHRISTMAS PARTY
SATURDAY 30TH NOVEMBER
Ramada Hotel (formerly Thatchers)

East Horsely
Cost £33 per head includes:

 Includes Saturday run, Champagne Cocktail, ½ bottle
wine, High tech Disco, and Fun

Accommodation B & B : Sharing £29.95 Single £35

BOOKINGS                      :  Dinner, plus room if required, contact
Low Profile on a run, Tel/Fax 01730 814289 or
e-mail: bruggen@ukonline.co.uk

ONLY IN AUSTRALIA
1) Only in Australia ... can a pizza get to your house
faster than an ambulance.
2) Only in Australia ... is "are you awake?" the standard
concept of  foreplay.
3) Only in Australia ... do Supermarkets make the sick
people walk  all the way to the back of the store to get
their Panadol's etc while  healthy people can buy
cigarettes at the front.
4) Only in Australia ... do people order double cheese-
burgers, large  fries ... and a Diet Coke.
5) Only in Australia ... do banks leave both doors open,
have no  armed guards and chain the pens to the
counter.
6) Only in Australia ... do we leave cars worth thousands
of dollars  in the driveway, and store our junk in the
garage.

Directions:
Junction 6 on M25. A22  for about 1.5 miles south, take turn
towards East Grinstead. In South God-
stone right into Godstone BR car park,
opposite pub. If you get to the railway
bridge you have gone too far.


